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MAVIR PLC |OVERVIEW

Electricty is the primary fuel of modern economies and a necessity for mainting sustainable growth.  
We are so reliant on electrical power that it would lead to a disaster, if we no longer had the regular supply.
We would not longer be able to preserve food, have clean running water, use the toilet, communicate with each other
remotely and general and overwhelming chaos would ruin our lives. We are fragile and dependent on reliable power supply. 

THE SHARE OF SOLAR PLANTS GROWS 
UNILATERALLY

Due to their weather dependence characteristics,

PV production is volatile and difficult to plan. The 

production measurement of the residential solar 

plants is not fully solved yet, they do not support

flexibility of the power system (regulation) yet

increase the demand for it.

MISSING INTERVENTIONS
The power system's balancing capacity 

(relying on conventional power plants) will 

certainly deteriorate over the next 5 

years in the absence of immediate and 

short-term interventions.

NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE
Due to the increase in connection needs 

(expansion of renewable production and demand

from industrial consumers) the development of 

transmission and distribution networks 
increasingly requires rescheduling. Infrastructure 
cannot withstand unlimited connections.

Endeavoring solutions to improve the flexibility resources and to maintain and develop the flexibility of 
the Hungarian power system to ensure security of supply is the no.1. priority for the sector.

AGING POWER GENERATION ASSETS
Conventional power plant infrastructure 

(fossil-fuelled, nuclear) is aging, no new 

generation capacities are being built

(last connection in 2011: Gönyű, 

Dunamenti). This is a major risk to be 

assessed. 



MAVIR PLC. | OUR ROLES AND RESPOSIBILITIES

NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

Cost of TSO-DSO network development 
investments planned for 6500 MW solar power 
connection between 2021 and 2030

700+
Billion HUF

Network development tasks due to solar and large-scale industrial consumer connections have used up all 
available resources and new grid connection needs can only be handled with stricter constrains.  

IMPLEMENTATION TIME OF 
CERTAIN SYSTEMS (months)

Solar Power Plant

Battery

IT development

Physical network development

Conventional large power plant

18–24 

18–24 

24–48 

36–48 

72–84 

Further investments in network 
development are expected due to large-
scale consumers and additional 
connection needs



Possible services:
- Larger scale:

- Balancing

- Integrated network element

- Network congestion management

- Smaller scale:

- Storage of PV overcapacity locally, in the network

- Network congestion management

- Balancing as an aggregated resource with residential solar

power plants or others

ROLE OF STORAGE 

It is necessary to develop all flexibility capabilities, controllable 

power plants, and also to improve storage.

COST EFFICIENCY - RIGHT DEVICE FOR THE RIGHT SERVICE

BATTERY IS A RIGHT DEVICE 

Extremely fast on short term level. It can

compensate the challenges of conventional

resources for the critical and limited time period

It can be established in a relatively

smaller period of time

Depending on charging or discharging the 

arbitrage of the market or the system can be 

used.

Alternative solution for aggregation on small

and large scale level. 

Challenges:
- Volatility of the system and market is 

continuously increasing

- Residential solar power plants use the 

network for storage purposes if it has 

overcapacity



TASKS, AIMS | ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY

AVAILABILITY
All existing, operational 
and flexible production 
capacity will be needed 
in the coming years.

POWER PLANT BUILDING
New power plant investments 
need to be started because the 
larger ones (CCGTs) come into 
operation at the earliest 5 to 7 
years later, and smaller ones 
(storages) also need 1 to 2 
years.

SCHEDULE
PV systems can only be 
connected to the 
network on a scheduled 
basis, depending on the
avaliable flexibility of the
system.

AUTHENTICITY 
There are tens of 
thousands of MW 
connection demands in 
the system.

PREDICTABILITY
Development of forecast, 
establishment of short-term trading 
opportunities (H-15 minutes), 
involvement of PVs in ancillary 
services.

SUSTAINABILITY
Developing the feed-in-tariff
system of renewable energy 
charges.

CONTROLLABILITY
All possible regulatory resources are needed to provide the 
necessary system and flexibility services — storage of energy, 
maintenance and development of power plants, inclusion of solar 
panels in the regulation, TSO DSO cooperation, involvement of 
reserves from abroad, development of market operation systems.

In order to ensure sustainable operation, interventions are needed in a number 
of points, both in the traditional and in the renewable segments.

Gradual Integration
It is necessary to plan future power infrastructure
developments on a system level to secure sustainable
security of supply for Hungary on a longer run.

TRADITIONAL RENEWABLE



Thank you for 

your attention


